The Center for Early Education and Care provides families with a combined sunscreen and insect repellent product for use on children attending the program. Using one product for all the children decreases the amount of waiting the children experience as they prepare to go outside and simplifies teachers’ daily efforts to protect the children’s skin from sun exposure and insects.

CEEC Avon’s Skin-So-Soft Bug Guard Plus IR3535 SPF-30 lotion. This product contains SPF 30 sunblock and provides effective repellency against mosquitoes, deer ticks, black flies, sand flies, gnats, no see-ums, and biting midges. This product use the FDA approved insect repellent ingredient, IR3535, which allows us to re-apply the lotion during the day as needed for both morning and afternoon outdoor play. (An information page with the full ingredient listing of the Avon product and a collection of insect repellent and sunscreen information is available upon request from the CEEC office.)

Parents are welcome to provide a different brand sunscreen/insect repellent to be applied to their child. If this is your choice please provide a supply of this product to your child’s classroom when you return this permission form to the office. Your classroom teachers will notify you when more of this product is needed.

Parents sign below in the appropriate place to give permission for CEEC staff to apply the CEEC product or your own product to your child as needed during the day.

Child’s Name: ____________________________________________ (please print)

CEEC Provided Insect Repellent/Sunscreen
I hereby authorize the staff of Center for Early Education and Care to apply Avon’s Skin-So-Soft Bug Guard Plus SPF 30 to my child as needed.

____________________________________________________
parent signature                           date

Parent Provided Sunscreen
I have provided the following sunscreen product and hereby authorize the staff of the Center for Early Education and Care to apply it to my child as needed.

Product Name: __________________________________________

____________________________________________________
parent signature                           date

Parent Provided Insect Repellent
I have provided the following insect repellent product and hereby authorize the staff of the Center for Early Education and Care to apply it to my child as needed.

Product Name: __________________________________________

____________________________________________________
parent signature                           date
HAND CREAM
The Center for Early Education and Care provides children and staff with hand cream to use throughout the day as needed to prevent chapped hands due to hand washing. Children are offered hand cream after hand washing and may request to use hand cream at any time during the day. Hand cream is stored out of the reach of children and a teacher supervises its application.

CEEC provides Vaseline Intensive Care’s Moisture Locking Lotion Intensive Rescue Hypoallergenic Moisturizer for use as hand cream. Parents are encouraged not to supply the classroom with a different brand of hand cream unless their child requires a special type due to a skin condition. Parents sign below to give permission for CEEC staff to apply the CEEC product or your own product to your child as needed during the day.

Child’s Name: ________________________________ (please print)

CEEC Provided Hand Cream
I hereby authorize the staff of Center for Early Education and Care to apply Center provided hand cream to my child as needed.

__________________________________________
parent signature                           date

Parent Provided Hand Cream
I have provided the following hand cream product and hereby authorize the staff of the Center for Early Education and Care to apply it to my child as needed.

Product Name: ______________________________

__________________________________________
parent signature                           date

CHAPSTICK
The Center for Early Education and Care does not provide chapstick for children’s use. When a parent provides chapstick for their child’s use it is stored out of the reach of children and a teacher supervises its application. Children may request to use chapstick at any time during the day.

Parents sign below to give permission for CEEC staff to apply the parent provided chapstick product as needed during the day.

Child’s Name: ________________________________ (please print)

Parent Provided Chapstick
I have provided the following chapstick product to my child’s classroom teacher and hereby authorize the staff of the Center for Early Education and Care to apply it to my child as needed.

Product Name: ______________________________

__________________________________________
parent signature                           date